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CDO CATS fits.

With you. With your company.
With your existing processes.
CDO CATS isn’t a solution. It’s your
no-fail partner to maintain operational
efficiency. Cost effective and value
driving, CDO CATS fits in seamlessly
to help you record, track and find assets.
Scale-up efficiency and implement
CDO CATS company wide.
CDO Technologies partners with you
to scale-up and avoid lost productivity
company wide. Accommodating unlimited
users and unlimited assets, CDO CATS
is your enterprise solution for asset
tracking success.

Asset Tracking:
+ Create, import or integrate with enterprise platforms
to define critical assets
+ Organize assets by type for easy data collection
and reporting
+ Establish a hierarchy of locations based on your
terminology and importance
+ Capture inventory data with a variety of devices
and operating systems
+ Track asset movement and utilization to
drive efficiency

Data Use & Reporting:
+ Build data queries which help you answer
business questions
+ Use screen-based views, PDF reports, or exported
data to feed analytics
+ Print and/or encode tags, labels or reports

Stay current, and call on the expert
when you need help. Subscriptions
include routine maintenance and regular
updates, business operation support and
assistance with:
+ Data capture hardware
+ Server and mobile device software
+ Consumables
(tags, labels, ribbons, etc.)
+ Implementation

Find it with CDO CATS:

+ Integrate with other sources for greatest
visibility and Internet of Things (IoT) benefit

System Management:
+ Install CDO CATS on premise, in a corporate
data center or in the cloud
+ Grant permissions based on user or group roles
and responsibilities
+ Manage fixed reader actions, notifications
and configuration
+ Automatically connect supported Windows Mobile,
Android and iOS devices

Use passive or active RFID,
barcode, or GPS information to
record asset location data.

Track an asset’s Last Known
Location or use movement history
to make business decisions.

Use captured data and a mobile
device’s RFID capability to quickly
find missing assets.

Find assets faster.

Access data anywhere.

Leverage the Last Known Location function
with CDO CATS and use RFID technology
to zero in on missing assets fast.

Use the browser-based app to access
cloud or on-premise asset data from
any authorized device.

Go mobile.

Improve accuracy.

CDO CATS can be used online or offline.
No WiFi necessary. Use scanners to
capture location data or find assets, then
sync with the server when reconnected.

Use barcodes, active or passive
RFID or GPS to automatically identify
products efficiently.

Import & export quickly.
Securely exchange data with Enterprise
Resource Planning, financial, manufacturing
and maintenance systems.

CDO CATS
is not a one-size-fits-all
product, but it’s the right
solution for your company.

Contact us to learn more:
phone: 937-258-0022
email: CATS@cdotech.com
www.cdotech.com

CDO delivers.
Experience + Ability + Agility

CDO Technologies is the recognized expert in technology
applications to improve the delivery of work flow efficiency,
visibility and productivity benefits.
+ Incorporated in 1995
+ Headquartered in Dayton, Ohio
+ Multiple U.S. locations

+ Certified Minority Business
Enterprise
+ Industry award winner

When you need a partner in technology, CDO delivers.
Proven Solutions
+ MyEdPortal
+ CDO RoadTag
+ CDO Care
+ CDO Optimizer
+ CDO CATS
+ CDO ITrust

IT Services

Automated Identification
Technology
+ Passive and active RFID,
Real Time Location Systems,
GPS, sensor technologies &
barcodes
+ Handheld, fixed, vehicle
mounted & mobile computing
+ Enterprise system integration
+ Manufacturing control integration

+ Managed services
+ Help desk operations

Professional Services

+ Networking

+ Analytics, business case
development, staff support

+ Server support
+ Cloud strategy &
implementation

+ Application development
+ Business Case Analysis

+ Cybersecurity
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